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Legislature Picks Pf irrman
Interim President
By Gigi Byron
Chris Pfirman, a Junior Polities'
major, was elected interim president
of the legislature to replace former
president George Schietinger, who
did not return this year.
Pfirrman, who served on the
legislature as a representative from
Northwest last year, will act as president until the new elections, scheduled for the third week of October, are
held.
General legislature elections will
take place the second week of October. Pfirrman plans "to launch a
massive publicity campaign" in
order to get as many people to run
and to vote as possible.
Pfirrman has announced that he
will run for reelection. When asked
what he felt his election chances are,
Pfirrman responded, "If Urn successful now and do a good job, I
think I'll do O.K."
In speaking of problems with the
general election. Pfirrman stated,
"Because of the nature of the election, the most popular people win.
The popular people aren't necessarily the best legislators, though." He
added that, "People have to be led
every step of the way."
To try to alleviate inadequacies
associated with "green horn"
legislators, Pfirrman has found an
abbreviated version of Robert's Rules
of Order and plans to distribute it to
all legislators.
In addition, Pfirrman has appointed a parlimentariarf, Duane

Greenwault, to make sure the meetings run more efficiently. "The
parlimentarian will be the final say in
matters of order and procedure,"
Pfirrman explained.
In another attempt to help the
organization run more smoothly, any
bills to be voted on will be given out
to legislators the night before the
meeting. In the past, students had
their first look at a bill when they
were handed out at the start of the
meeting.
Pfirrman feels that most students
do not realize the power and responsibility the legislature has. "The
legislature is the only real voice in
government that a student has," Pfirrman stated. "People can bring anything to the legislature."
The legislature's major "functions

include keeping a check on the
FUSA president and his cabinet, and
approving the budgets for FUSA and
all University clubs. Pfirrman sees
this second function as especially
important. "It's really a tremendous
responsibility, spending the
student's money."
The Student Entertainment Committee (SEC) must gain additional
legislature approval for any expenditures over $2,000.
Pfirrman and legislature secretary, Jean Albrecht, have spent the
past week cleaning out files of
meeting minutes and bills in an effort
to ready the office for the upcoming
year.
• Look for signs announcing details
of the upcoming legislature elections.
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Chris Pfirrman who was elected interim Legislature President to replace
George Schietinger.
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Year Round Residents
Object To Students
Beach Behavior
By Janet O'Connor
The non-student, year-round
residents living on Fairfield Beach
are upset with the loud, violent atmosphere at the beach. These residents object to the litter, destruction
and noise which accompany kegs
parties on the beach.
Dr. and Mrs. Aiello, of Fairfield
Beach Road, have filed complaints
with the University, the Town of Fairfield and the Zoning Board. Mrs
Aiello has not received satisfactory
responses from any of these agencies. She stated that many cottages
are being rented without proper permits from the Health Department
and are not in a condition to be occupied through the winter. "Students
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are being ripped off by absentee
landlords and the Zoning Board has
been negligent in checking these
violations." Mrs Aiello said.
A meeting was held Wednesday
evening at Attorney Paul Tymniak's
home, 735 Lantern Point. Complaints
were voiced by many residents at
this meeting concerning the destruction of property by students who
have been drinking either at the
Nautilus or beach keg parties.
According to Mrs. Aiello many
year round residents feel the Shuttle
Bus is causing or contributing to the
student abuses at the beach. The
bus, Mrs. Aiello stated: "carries
freshman and other campus students
to the beach where they look for

keg parties. These students don't live
on the beach and therefore don't
respect either the property or concerns of those students and nonstudents who do live here.
If the bus was restricted to use by
beach students only, Mrs. Aiello felt
the disruptive behavior would be reduced, if not eliminatd. In addition,
Mrs. Aiello suggested that the University should show their concern by
issuing a code of moral behavior
which reflects Christian standards.
"I understand that this code is impossible to enforce," Mrs. Aiello conceded, "However, if student had
some moral guidelines they may be
more thoughtful of their neighbor's
rights.!

Concerned Students
Unite To Discuss
"Life Issues"
By Tom Landy
Students Concerned For Life, a
relatively new organization on campus will hold a preliminary meeting
this Tuesday, October 2. Founded
last year by a group of ten students,
the group seeks to stimulate discussion and action on "Life Issues," including abortion, euthanasia, infanticide, and capital punishment.
Last January the group decided to
work through the office of Campus
Ministry, where they were assisted
by Dan Merrigan, S.J. They spent
most of the year discussing the
issues and trying to reach a consensus as to what sorts of activities the

group should undertake. "The net
result," stated Fr. Moy, "is our constitution, which was drawn up with
the assistance of our new moder
ator, Fr. Bill Cullen, S.J."
The purpose of this first meeting
will be to introduce new members to
the organization and to discuss some
of our possible activities.
Interested students and faculty
are encouraged to attend, and their
input is crucial. The club will meet at
the Campus Ministry offices, Loyola
11C, Tuesday at 8:00 P.M.. If there
are any questions, please contact
Lisa Donato, Box 1512 or Tom Landy, Box 997.

College Republicans

Get Set For Upcoming Elections

This student enjoys the last few days of the summer season. Beach
residents may be forced to camp out if year round residents take firm
action.
(Photo by Beth Haugh)

By Stephen Banbury
"The College Republicans is a
group of college students who, regardless of party affiliation, are trying to get students interested in
political matters that directly concern them." Students are encouraged to join "whether it be to work for a
•candidate or on causes that are worthwhile to all of us," stated John Morris, Executive Director of the Fairfield University College Republicans.
Here at Fairfiled, the College
Republicans are strongly involved in
various activities.
The College Republican's major
project for this year is the formation
of a Solar Energy Committee. It's
purpose will be to inform the campus
community of alternative sources of
energy besides nuclear. Besides
sponsoring several related activities
and speakers over the course of the
year, one of its most outstanding
features for the year is to take part in
an anti-nuclear campaign, during
one weekend in the spring of 1980.
Other goals for the year, include
the followingr-1. Registering people to vote in both
the general elections in November
and in the prf dential primaries in
the spring.

2. Sending volunteers to work for
the local candidates at election
headquarters during the upcoming
November elections. Also, in the spring, they will help out several presidential candidates in the Northeast.
3. Printing a political publication,
with a staff created entirely from the
campus population to be distributed
here on campus. The publication will
be the result of a survey conducted
amongst various local newspapers,
and it will consist of the reprint of
editorials and student articles concerned with a variety of political
viewpoints, This is an opportunity for
anyone interested in this type of writing to have his work put into print.
4. They are looking into the idea of
forming a debate on the Salt II treaty.
One note that the organization
wants to point out is that, "The College Republicans are not, at the present time, endorsing any candidate
for the presidancy."
The College Republicans will be
holding elections of their own this
fall. Even though John Morris as Executive director, Kelly Gafney as
president and Randy Gaydos as
secretary are still around this year,
the vacated posts of vice president,
treasurer, and various other decision

making offices are open for just
about anyone.
If you want to get to know the
workings of your government, meet
the people involved or have a good
time, contact Kelly Gafney, Box H.
Upcoming meetings will be announced through the mail and on posters
around campus.
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The Week In Review
cess of studying last May's Three Mile Island
accident in Pennsylvania. One emerging recommendation is to reverse the official line of
the nuclear age: The chance of a major accident is so minute that it need not be decisive in
planning where to build nuclear power plants.
Many nuclear safety experts are concerned,
for example, with Indian Point 2 and 3, located
3 miles north of New York City; 4.3 million
people live within 30 miles.
Present policy states that "a reasonable
distance between reactor and the major centers of population." These rules have been
modified case by case, while proposals for new
plants have been turned down near Philadelphia and New York City (Queens); two reactors
are under construction near Midland, Mich,
which literally requires a 19 mile low population
area, it has been strucken down to one mile
because of the installation of extra safety
equipment. Some of this safety equipment was
in place near Three Mile Island.

By Stephen Banbury
Sweden Continues On Right of Left
Sweden's non-socialist parties held their
razor-thin majority in Parliment after last
week's elections, but these results may be
reduced even further after a referendum in
March to determine policy on nuclear power.
It was widespread criticism of Socialist
reliance on nuclear power that helped end a 44
year rule by Socialists in 1976. This year,
however, an agreement to defer letting the
voters express their thoughts— exaggerated
by the Three Mile Island nuclear accident in the
United States—is the probable cause of the six
percent drop in support for the Center party,
headed by ecologist, sheep farmer Thorbjorn
Falldin, former Prime Minister.
With the help of over 52,000 mail-in ballots,
many from well to do Swedes on vacation or
abroad ducking Sweden's high taxes, the nonSocialist parties eked out a one-seat edge in
their Parliament.
Olof Palme, the leader of Sweden's Social
Democrats has suggested new elections in.
June has stated, "I see no future for a Parlia■ ment with such a tiny majority." Along with inflation, a mounting trade deficit and foreign
debt, the new coalition form of Government will
have difficulty in settling on a budget policy
before the nuclear question.
Bolshoe Ballet Slowly Adjusting
Considering that the show must go on,.last
month Leonid Kozlov took over the role of
Siegfried in the Bolshoi Ballet's "Swan Lake,"
after the scheduled male lead, Alexsandr
Godunov, defected in New York. Mr. Kuzlov
last week, suddenly followed Mr. Godunov
when he made the leap from East to West.
Unlike the first defection, which was followed by three days of diplomatic bargaining concerning Godunov's wife, this latest incident
was well coordinated. After the final performance of the company's tour in the U.S.,
Kozlov and his wife Valentina, also a Bolshoi
principal, jointly asked for and were granted
asylum in the United States, i
Even though, the Kozlovs' are not of equal
caliber with Gudunov, the couples sudden
move was yet another blow to Bolshoi prestige
and morale.
Camodia Gains U.N. General Assembly Seats
Hesitantly, the United Nations General
Assembly came to the decision last week that
Pol Pot's murderous Cambodian regime had a
greater claim to legality than Vietnam's protege, Heng Samrin.With less than half of its
152 member nations voting favorably-the rest
either against, abstaining, or absent-it seated
the delegates of Democratic Kampuchea
(Cambodia) at the session.
Singapore's ambassador Tommy Kohsaid,
"The Government of Democratic Kampuchea
is terrible, but this gives us no right under international law for a neighboring state to inva
de. . and setup a puppet state."
Russian Military Spending Soars
Last Tuesday, Senator Sam Nunn, the present Congressional expert on our nation's military affairs, delivered a very gloomy report.
After delivering to his colleagues a batch of
complicated series of graphs and statistics, he.
announced that over the past ten years, the
Soviets have outspent the United States for
military reasons by over $104 billion.
Carter's original defense proposal request
totaled $135 billion and this was "a large sum
of money," Mr. Nunn admitted. But this is less
in real dollars than the defense budget in 1965,
aafter we take inflation into account. These
statistics showed that Moscow's military effort
has grown consistently even since 1965, to a
defense budget almost 50 percent more than
requested by Mr. Carter.
Moscow is on the verge of achieving a true
degree of military superiority in both conventional and nuclear forces.

DC-9 Under Inspection
Under Federal Aviation Administration
orders, across the country last week, airplane
mechanics set out on inspection detail in times
potentially dangerous but less tragic than
June's DC-10 air disaster. This all started again
after a safe emergency landing at Boston airport of an Air Canada DC-9 with 41 people
aboard.
Seventy miles out and 25,000 feet up, the
twin-jet's rear emergency door blew out, taking
along with it the plane's 20 foot long tail cone,
also damaging the controls. The blowout occurred as pressurized air was being pumped into the passenger cabin, to. compensate for the
high altitude.
So far, no significant defects have been
found.
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Suit Filed to Stop Papal Mass
Claiming that the Pope's visit to the U.S. is a
political move by the Roman Catholic Church,
two atheists from Austin Texas, have filed suit
to stop the papal mass which is to be held on
public land in Washington, DC. They named as
a defendant Karol Wojtla, John Paul II, the pope
of Rome.
They are asking damages of $10,001 on the
charge they would be deprived rights granted
them as atheists. The mass is scheduled to be
held on October 7 on the mall between the
Capitol and the Washington Monument.
These lawsuits are joined by controversy in
other cities in which the Pope will visit next
month. Especially in Boston and Philadelphia,
the trouble stems1 from the use of public money
to build platforms for the celebration of the
Pope's Masses.
The American Atheist Center in Austin,
Texas said that the Roman Catholic Church
owns land worth over $162 billion and "scores
of cathedrals," where the Pope can celebrate
Mass.
Chrysler Changes Chiefs
In the midst of Chrysler's quest for Federal
aid to survive projected deficits of nearly $1.5
billion through next year, Chrysler's chairman
John Riccardo decided upon early retirement
last week and passed his power onto his chosen successor, Lee lacocca. Riccardo was
badly burned; lacocca may be.
In the long run, it is being watched whether
Mr. lacocca, a widely admired "automobile
man" as president of Ford, will deal with complexities that seem to call for a "finance man"
at Chrysler,
WC™ CITIWIL-JIM^IM
Plenty of Gasoline, Plenty of Gougers
Chances are if you've bought gasoline anywhere in New York City lately, you've paid
more than the law allows. In fact, a New York
state investigating committee last week redbrted that 64 percent of the stations checked
charged prices above Federal Energy Department ceilings.
These ceilings went into effect August 1.
They allow for wholesale cost per gallon plus
15.4 cents and taxes. Herbert Maletz, the Energy Department's regional audit director said a
more realistic observation is that 49 ouut of 95
stations were violating the ceilings.

IYr>,t IV/IN
Rules Tighten for Nuclear Plants
Thinking in more general terms now, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission is in the pro-
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Campus Notes
TV VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT
If television behind-the scenes intriques you, look no further than
Xavier Hall for a production team in
action. Fairfield University now offers its students the unique opportunity to become part of that team
and learn about the making of a TV
program from step one.
The Television Production Crew is
comprised totally of volunteers.
Training begins with a launching into
basics—the initial phase of turning
an idea into a program and the actual
process of putting a show together;
then it's a hands-on experience with
television equipment.
Training is put into practice as the
volunteers act as crew for numerous
University productions—basketball
games, special events, on and off
campus activities. Cameras, audio,
video-switching, floor managing—all
of these are part of the volunteer's
responsibilities.
Volunteers will also have the
chance to work in Connecticut Public
Television Productions, which will involve further training by the CPTV
staff.

PRESIDENT'S
INAUGURATION

The Board of Trustees has cordially invited the entire student
body to the inauguration of Rev.
Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J., as
seventh President of Fairfield
University, tomorrow, September
28, at 3:00 p.m. on Bellarmine
Terrace.
It Is expected that the event
will be witnessed by representatives of 122 colleges and
Universities, and eight learned
societies, who will be convening
for the inauguration.
There will be a receptioncookout for the student body
beginning at 4:00 p.m. at the
University Alumni field. Admission to the cookout will be by
ticket only. Tickets may be obtained without charge and must
be picked up at the Camus Center
Information booth by no later
than tomorrow afternoon, during
lunch. If you are an on-campus
boarder and are desirous of
eating dinner, Friday evening, it is
mandatory that you have a ticket
to the cookout since dinner will
not be served in the main Dining
Room. The cookout is open to all
students; in case of rain, cookout
will be moved to the cafeteria.

If you would like real experience
as part of a TV Production Team, call
the Media Center at ext. 2697; leave
your name, address, and phone number, and you'll receive notice of the
first training session. Not sure? For
more information, call Maria FinaroCleary at ext. 2401.

RECPLEX ACTIVITY CLASSES
The following instructional classes
will be conducted this fall in the
Recreation Complex, beginning in
October. Sign up for the class(es) of
your choice at the main office in the
Recreation Complex between 10:00
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
Beginning Swimming
Wednesdays, 11:00-12:00. Ten-week
course, beginning October 3. Enrollment limit is 15; fee $10.00.
Senior Lifesaving: Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 11:00-12:30. Ten-week
course, beginning October 2. Enrollment limit is 20; fee $20.00 (includes
required books).
Self Defense (Beginner): Tuesdays,
7:30-9:00 p.m. Ten-week course beginning October 2. Enrollment limit is
open; fee: $10.00.
Self Defense (Intermediate): Wednesdays, 7:30-9:00 p.m. Ten-week
course beginning October 3. Enrollment limit is open; fee: $10.00.

hospitality and love. "Experience Appalachia" is an event that celebrates
the skill of the Appalachian men and
women who have enriched their
hours and lives through the work of
their hands.
It is much more than just a crafts
festival. Not on ly will you experience
first-hand what goes into the making
of a quilt, and other such homecrafted items, but you will also be intrigued by the beauty of the culture
of out Appalachian friends. Through
mutual support, training, evaluation,and handing down of tradition, the
Appalachian craftsperson is preserving age-old customs and skills to
create a quality home-made craft
that is both useful and unique.
The festival's main objective is to
provide assistance to lower income
families, the handicapped and senior
citizens of the poverty stricken area
of Appalachia and support individuals who are striving to maintain a
livelihood through the sale of their
crafts. Please attend; all proceeds
go to the Appalachian Mountain
region.
GINZBURG TO SPEAK
Alexander Ginzburg, Soviet dissident and colleague of Alexander
Solzhenitsyn, who fled to the United
States earlier this year, will make his
first public appearance in New Eng-

UPCOMING EVENTS
Today, Thursday, September 27:
Cheerleader tryouts in the Gym from
7-9 p.m. Field Hockey at home versus Drew at 3:30. Movie: Young
Frankenstein; Saturday night also.
For $1.00 in Gonzaga Auditorium
with Mel Brooks and company; you
can't lose!

Yoga: Thursdays, 3:00-4:00 p.m. Tenweek course, beginning October 4.
Enrollment limit is 25; fee: $10.00.
"EXPERIENCE APPALACHIA"
Applachian Volunteers Inc. and
the Fairfield University Campus
Ministry present the fifth annual Appalachian Cultural Arts and Crafts
Festival on October 6, and 7 in the
Gym from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Each fall for the past four years,
Fairfield University has been transformed into a microcosm of the Appalachian region. For during this
special weekend craftspeople from
Kentucky, Tennessee, West Virginia,
Virginia, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Georgia travel to Connecticut to create an unforgettable
weekend abounding in creativity,

Join The 'BEST ORGANIZATION'
ON CAMPUS
HELP US KEEP THOSE "NERDS"
INFORMED

THE
MIRROR
MEETING MONDAY 7:30 P.M.
IN CANISIUS 305

soft drinks at big savings!

255-2328
KIRSCH SODA
— MIX AND MATCH —

FRUIT FLA VORS, DIET FLA VORS

MIXERS
28oz. RETURNABLE BOTTLES
$

3.22/CaSe - $1.80 Deposit

ticket holders unable to get into the
Oak Room.
Ginzburg's appearance at the
Fairfield University People's Forum
is made possible through a grant
from the People's Savings Bank. The
public may obtain tickets at its branches or by calling 579-9243.
PHILOSOPHY LECTURE SERIES
"Marxism and the Philosophy of
Science" will be the topic of the first
lecture in Fairfield University's fall
philosophy series. Professor Helena
Sheehan of Trinity College, Dublin,
Ireland, will speak. The lecture will
be held Tuesday, September 25, at
3:30 p.m. in the School of Nursing
Auditorium.
Other lectures in the series will be
"The Current State of the Abortion
Debate" on October 10; "Animal
Rights" on October 29; "Chemical
Conception in the Literature of the
First Half of the Nineteenth Century"
on November 12; "Philosophical Aspects of tghe Problem of Aging" on
November 13; and "Death and Dying" on December 17.
The lectures are open to the public
without charge.

WE CONTINUE TO HAVE OUR
EVERYDAY SPECIALS

The Other Corner
wines & liquors
serving the fairfield community

BUD IS GOING UP - STOCK UP
CALL CHRIS

1342 Kings Hwy. Cut-Off, Fairfield (Opp. Carvel)

Wednesday, October 3: The
People's Forum presents Alexander
Ginzburg, exiled Soviet human rights
advocate and international cause
celebre. In the Campus Center Oak
Room at 8:00 p.m. Free tickets at
People's Savings Bank main office
and branches. Soccer at home versus Pace at 4:00.

Friday, September 28: The Inauguration of Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley
as seventh president of Fairfield
University will take place on Bellarmine Terrace at 3:00 p.m. Cookout to
be held at Alumni Field at 4:00; entire Thursday, October 4: Movie: I
student body is cordially invited. Of- Never Promised You a Rose Garden,
in Gonzaga Auditorium at 7:30;
ficial School Holiday.
Tomorrow night also.
Saturday, September 29: Soccer at
Home versus Marist at 11:00. Base- Saturday, October 6: Appalachian
ball at home versus Quinniplac at Festival in the Gym, 10:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. Football at Home versus
1:00.
M.I.T. at 7:30 p.m. Field Hockey at
Sunday, September 30: Baseball at Home versus Barrington at 1:00.
Home versus Pace at 1:00.
Sunday, October 7: Appalachian
Monday, October 1: Soccer at Home Festival in the Gym, 10:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. LSAT in the Nursing
versus St. John's at 3:30 p.m.
Auditorium.
Tuesday, October 2: Movie: Black
Thursday, in Gonzaga Auditorium at Monday, October 8: Legal Holiday,
3:30 and 7:30 p.m. Admission $1.00. Columbus Day.

Beginning Ballet: Mondays and
Wednesdays, 6:15-7:15 p.m. Fiveweek course beginning October 1.
Enrollment limit is 15; fee: $10.00.

land at Fairfield University on Wednesday, October 3.
Ginzburg will discuss: "The Status
of Religion in the Soviet Union", a.
topic that many U.S. Kremlinologists
consider a growing threat to communist power.
Ginzburg, a founder of the Helsinki
Watch Group which monitors Soviet
observance of human rights under
the U.N. Helsinki Accords, became
an intolerable presence in the Soviet
Union. Although imprisoned for his
activities, authorities stripped him of
his citizenship and forced him to
leave the country. His speaking tour
here coincides with the visit of Pope
John Paul II at a time when the resurgence of religious belief as a social
force has become troublesome to
the communist world and a focus of
world attention.
The program will be presented in
the Campus Center Oak Room on
Wednesday, October 3, at 8:00 p.m.
Seating in the Oak Room will be available on a first-come, first-serve
basis; however, closed-circuit TV will
be provided in the lobby and mezzanine as will alternate seating for

Labor Workshop on Labor Relations
Law for Non-Union Employers in the
Campus Center.

740 FAIRFIELD BEACH RD, FAIRFIELD, CT.

1979 MBA ADMISSIONS
PROGRAM
Three MBA Admission Forums will
be held this fall to provide information about Master of Business Information programs and career opportunities to interested undergraduate
students and working people. The
forum in New York will be held October 18-20.
Representatives from 124 graduate -schools of business and
management will meet with potential
students at the Forums to answer
questions and to furnish school
literature an application forms.
Those attending will also have an opportunity to talk with representatives
of major financial aid organizations.
In addition, they will participate in
workshops at which panels of business school administrators and admission officers, MBA employers,
and recently graduated MBAs will
discuss graduate programs in relation to careers in major MBAemploying industries.
The MBA employment market remains strong. Schools are reporting
record job placement of MBAs. Starting salaries usually correlate with
the amount of work experience the
MBA has had.
Admission to the 1979 MBA Admission Forum is $2.00, and you may
drop by anytime. For further information, call 212-682-4176 or write MBA
Admissions Forums, P.O. Box 5257,
Grand Central Station, New York,
NY, 10017.

SPECIAL EVENTS
CALENDAR
Wednesday, October 3: The
people's Forum series presents
"The Status of Religion in the
U.S.S.R." Featuring Alexander Ginzburg, Soviet exiled human rights
advocate and international cause
celebre. In the Oak Room at 8:00
p.m.
Thursday, October 11: "Goodnight
Mr. Lincoln"; a one-man documentary drama of the last day in the life
of President Lincoln will be presented in the Oak Room at 8:00 p.m. Written and acted by Edward Byrce of
Westport.
Wednesday, October 15: The Bellarmine Lecture Series of distinguished Jesuit scholars presents:
"The Dead Sea Scrolls and the New
Testament after Thirty Years".
Presented by Rev. Joseph A. Fitzmyer, S.J., professor of the New
Testament at Catholic University of
American, in the Oak Room at 8:00
p.m.
Wednesday, December 5: "The
Story of Art in Christmas". Lecture
and Slide presentation by Gertrude
Sill, author, art historian, and Fairfield University faculty member.
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Editorials
We Can Stop The Ti
The Dattle lines are rapidly being drawn. On
one side are the 'regular' residents of Fairfield
Beach, and on the other are the students of the
University. What is the conflict about? No one
is really sure of the cause or even what the
whole mess is all about.
It seems that many of the 'regular' residents
are upset, and rightfully sS, about the deteriorating condition of Fairfield Beach. Fairfield
Beach is an eyesore. If you placed a photograph of Fairfield Beach Road next to a photograph of Round Hill Road, for example, one
would be hard pressed to say that the photos
were of the same town.
Why is this so? Is it because students who
live at the beach are such animals that they enjoy slum living? Or is it because so many of the
owners of the houses at Fairfield Beach are
never there, and in fact, really don't care about
the condition of the area as long as they get
their rent checks? Or perhaps it might be because the town fathers themselves don't really
care what happens to the beach and, if it.were
not for the loss of tax revenue, would like to see
the beach slip into Long Island Sound never to
be heard from again.
The fault lies with all the above mentioned
groups.
The students are at fault because they do
nothing to help the situation at best, and usually do the greatest amount of damage to the
beach, next to the weather. In general, they
have little, if any, respect for their neighbors or

their community. Students can be downright
rude, whether they are living at the beach or
just 'visiting' during weekend nights.
But what kind of model do they, find when
they first move to the beach? The houses barely qualify as summer cottages never mind
deeming them winter homes. The road, if you
can call it that, resembles the streets of
Dresden, Germany after the second World
War. The full-time resident, if you can find one,
is not the type of person I would want my
children to grow up to be. Still, all-in-all,
students can be rude.
The town fathers, who are presently repaying everything in sight, have somehow passed
over Fairfield Beach Road. We realize that the
flooding may ruin a road, but there is no way
that you can pass off College Place as a road. It
is merely a half-lane rut that runs in front of a
few houses.
What can be done? We are not professing to
have all the answers.
One often overlooked fact is that the students are residents of this glorious haven in the
state of Connecticut. As such, we should exert
pressure on our civic leaders to improve the
roads. We should form an association, not
unlike the Latern Point Residents Association,
to deal with the problems of absentee landlords, irate neighbors, and disruptive residents.
We can all help to stem the tide of the deterioration of Fairfield Beach. It is our duty to do
so.

Letters
Library Replies...

More Paths?...

To the Editor:
As chairperson of the Library's Open House
committee, I am responding to Susan Prunier's
September 20 "Mirror" letter.

To the Editor:
Since we have already killed two students
this semester, I guess that the residents of
Loyola think that it is all right to raise the
number. I'm referring to their walking alongside
the stone path from Loyola to the Campus
Center. For those who may not know, both the
path and the stones in front of the Campus
Center are new this semester. There used to be
grass, which looked kind of nice in the spring
and the fall. However, other students also
chose to trample all over the area instead of
heeding the sign which read; "Let It Be". The
Campus Center was especially vulnerable
because it bore the daily traffic of over 2000
students. However, the path was the sole responsibility of going to and from Loyola. So this
year those students are continuing the tradition. I know that walking on gravel is kind of
tough and that the stones get under feet if you
are wearing sandals or flip-flops, but it's a heck
of alot better than walking on mud when it
rains.
But I suppose that, in that case, you can just
walk outside the path and kill more grass. Than
next summer the school will put in a wider
gravel path, and so on. The only other alternative is for the school to put down concrete.
That would look real great!! But I forgot, there
is one other choice, Walk on the Gravel. The
minutes you are on it can't be aH that uncomfortaBle. (I know beause I walk on it.) We've
gone from grass to gravel. Let's not go any further.

I appreciate Ms. Prunier's concern over
wasted paper and money, but in this instance
her attach is misdirected and founded upon ignorance. No money from the Library budget
was spent on the flyers.
The Library is frequently fortunate to receive
gifts from an ever-expanding circle of friends of
the University. Often these gifts come in the
form of book donations, sometimes serial subscriptions, sometimes various services, and infrequently cash donations. We are grateful for
the generosity of these individuals.
The Open House flyer was such a gift. The
calligraphy was generously done by Dawn
Kaley, who teaches calligraphy in the Center
for Lifetime Learning. Another library friend,
who wishes to remain anonymous, very graciously volunteered to underwrite the printing
of the flyers. The donor was supplied with a
camera-ready original and chose the paper and
ink personally. The library staff is most appreciative of this donor's generosity in providing us with such an unexpectedly elegant
means of getting our message to the University
community. The compliments we have received on it are due the giver, not us.
Last year we publicized the Open House-with
posters and notices. We had a much larger turn
out from this year's individual invitations which
cost us the same amount of money—$00.00
As a reference librarian, I always advocate going to the original or most appropriate source
to seek information. In this case the Library, or
more specifically myself, was the information
source. I staff the Reference Desk 35 hours
per week and so consider myself very accessible. Yet, Ms. Prunier did not call the Library for
an explanation. We could have both saved time
and paper.
Sincerely,
Joan Overfield

Job Board "Raped"
To the Editor:
The Counseling Center staff has spent much
time and effort in typing out part-time job
notifications and displaying them on the
bulletin board outside the Center.
Each Monday we find these cards either torn
off the board or misplaced; consequently, we
are forced to discontinue this service.
The listing of all part-time jobs will be kept
inside the office itself.
We are sorry that the incoiisiderateness of a
few must inconvenience the many.
Rev. W. Laurence O'Neil, S.J.
Director, Counseling Center

Sincerely,
Tim McDonald '80

Nuke Thanks...
To the Editor:
Thank you! It's about time we open our eyes
and look at the dangers of Nuclear Energy ("A
look at Nuclear Energy", Opinion and Comment—September 20).
The Media is not covering the Nuclear issue
as much as it should be. People have to be
educated—not brainwashed. I hope to see
follow-up, in-depth, articles of the danger and
expense of mining Uranium, how much waste
an average reactor annually produces, why
there is no way to develop safe methods of
disposal of that waste, the hazard of Plutonium—a product of the Nuclear Reactor,
alternative energy sources and much more.
Congratulations, you're doing a great job!
Keep it up.
Nora Lundell '82

ENERGY.
We can't
afford to
waste it.

Cheers
Cheers: to FUSA for their fine work in sponsor
ing an Oak Room last weekend... it just goes
to show that campus socials are not dead '..,'■
little loud though.. to all those who made it to
the History Department's picnic last Sunday... I understand that there was a lot of beer left
over. . little unusual for that group. . to the
new liberal arts course that will fulfill all core requirements in one swoop v . .The Philosophy of
Art as influenced by The Political, Social, and
Economical Forces of Medieval Day Musicans...I wonder who the professor will be
though ...just kidding... to those freshman
who have grabbed the bull by the horns.. ..literally. . and joined this paper... to the
Board of Trustees, who are the real rulers of
this palace, for making themselves so visible
on campus last weekend for their Quarterly
meeting. . funny, I didn't know that we had a
campus in Norwalk to the planners of the
campus deli for getting the show on the
road. . the odds are 3 to 1 that it won't open
by Christmas... all bets can be placed in the
FUSA office.

I .'«'. •

Boos
Boos: to those who insist on walking on the
grass instead of the gravel paths.. if it were
up to you, I'd bet you would pave the entire
campus. . wouldn't that look nice. . to this
paper for neglecting the Rugby Club in the last
issue... I think the situation has been corrected this week .. don't quote me though...
to whoever put flammable garbage cans in all
the dormitories.. the smoke from those
things could kill someone ya'know . then you
would really be concerned with declining
enrollment. . .to the women's tennis team for
practicing on trie new courts during prime
time.. why don't you get up early . to the
brilliant FUSA official who has stalled the Campus Crier once again. . . contrary to public opinion, we do like competition... or is it the competition. . .to the lack of publicity for the outdoor mass last Sunday. . . how do you expect
us to find out. . prayers aren't always answered you know. . . to whoever, whether intentional or not, set fire to the trash can in
Southeast last weekend. . . this is not the South
Bronx or so I thought...

">
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Opinion & Comment
By Tony Tarnell
"Wake! Wake! Wake up! "A familiar proclamation to anyone who lived on the quad
over the past few years! Often into the rather
early hours of the norning one could be assured of hearing the demonic voice bellow
forth from Regis Halls fourth floor. I recall an instance while crossing the quadrangle on a particularly misty Saturday morning, about three*
o'clock AM .. The dorms looked so incredibly
docile, except for a few sporadic, rapidly dying
parties whose lights eerily pierced the fog. Suddenly, the call beckoned forth from the dark out
line of Regis. The echo was more stunning and
bizarre than the plead itself.
I doubt seriously whether the herald of this
cheer intended any lofty meaning attached to
these words, other than "let's all get up and enjoy a few more beers." However, a more essential meaning may be perceived, if one wished to look somewhat below the surface.
The rate of attrition amongst college
f students is tunning. Look at those dog-eared
and dirty Freshman Records! If you are a
sophomore, perhaps you will nod to yourself
and say; "Yeah, I wonder what ever happened
to him/her." For seniors however, it is a much
more shocking realization. Some were lost due
to Academic non-achievement, others to different Universities and Colleges, still for other,
Fairfield was just not the right "scene" for
them, thus leading them into the real, working
class a few years earlier than the rest of us.
What would a good active definition of Fairfield University entail? In recent months, major
U.S. corporations such as I.B.M and The Exxon
Corporation have redefined their businesses as
to maximize the areas of concern for the individual consumer. I.B.M is not a computer
manufacturing concern, but rather a "Multinational entity dealing with information." Exxon
is no longer a petroleum concern, but rather a
manufacturer of "energy alternatives".
Likewise, Fairfield, and ail American institutions of higher education mean alot more than
just that. Perhaps the quintessential meaning
of University is, a place for growth and adaptation. An institution where via our interaction we
catergorize our own future potentials. For, as
hesitant as we would be to admit it, our society
does not escape from our worlds oldest and

truest law; Survival of the Fittest.
By the time those of us who make it,
graduate, we will have what we will readily consider a head-start or the competitive edge into
the real-world. Students feel that a B.A or a B.S
from Fairfield will act as a key which will open
all the "correct" doors to a future of Fortune
500 companies, sprawling homes in the
suburbs and perhaps even a 50 foot ketch at
some prestigious yacht club. Yes, and no!?!
Those students who have been living the
philosophy of; "live for today, but keep an eye
open for tomorrow" since freshman year,
many very well attain their personal nirvana.
These students have not only maintained a successful Q/P.A, but have also reaped all the
possible benefits the school has to offer. These
are the students who carefully^measure all the
people they daily come into contact with. They
are informed, up-to-date and very well adapted
for life by the time of graduation day.
By no means however are these the only students who will make their mark, upon completion of Fairfield. Any student who has the burning desire to succeed, to be the best in everything he or she does, is sure to attain their individual goals of happiness. These students will
be part of the strong percentage of our society.
They will not be over-run or short sold by the
real world. So, here your are! If you are a senior, you
can breath somewhat easier. You have made it
through the first three years, and now all that
you are confronted with is concluding your final
eight months. After that, sit back and let the
world come to you. Wrong! For those of us who
have set their mark in a positive way this holds
true. They will be the students gobbled up by
big eight accounting firms, the students who
will have no problems when it comes to the on
campus interviews, those who are accepted into Medical and Law schools. More or less they
will be the ones who will make their future.
As for the rest of the students who do not
feel that they fall into any of the categories
which have been alluded to in this piece, I have
one mainstay of hope for you. As a poster that I
once read detailed; "If you can't baffle them
with brilliance, befuddle them with bullshit."'
Other than that, all I can say is that its a demanding world. It's hard but it's fair.

Rev. Kelley
...Made President Tomorrow
Good luck tomorrow Rev. Kelley! From what
I understand- quite a few big wigs of life-ingeneral, not to mention those of the Jesuit
Order are all going to "make the scene".
Hopefully, a fair percentage of the student
population will also "grace" your inauguration
with their presence.
I'm sure for a goodly amount of the students
of Fairfield University, Friday, September 28,
will mean only one thing, Academic Holiday!
But, if you will take a few minutes to think about
the possibilites of that day, in-between sips of
your draft, a much more lofty, and perhaps
even sentimental meaning can be attached to
the day. At three O'clock in the afternoon, Rev.
Aloysius Kelley will be inaugurated as the
seventh President of Fairfield University.

The event promises to hold a fair amount of
pomp and dress. As I have mentioned several
times in similar articles, Fairfield is establishing
quite a reputation for itself in the business
world, the realm of academia, and society at
large.-Hence, you can be assured that a large
amount of important and influential persons will
be in attendance.
Let's not blow it! We, the student body, have
ail been invited to the occassion. Besides being
an important date for the University in general,
it will also be one of the few times when, we,
the students of the school will all be able to
represent the University in mass attendance.
So, how about it? Friday, three O'clock, be
there! Aloha!
<r

Resident Or Reprobate
By John J. Smith
If God helps those who help memselves,
then He must have blessed the townspeople of
Fairfield, Connecticut with more than their
share of "Good Hands". I am not speaking
here of All State Insurance; neither am I referring to the walking fingers of Yellow Pages
fame. But face it, as a community of University
Students, we are walked on, looked down upon,
and more or less abused to a degree by an increasingly growing segment of the civilian
community. Of course I ask myself if perhaps I
am too paranoid or if I am just naturally inclined
to see the more pessimistic side to every issue
in clearer lights, but I am sure that I am not
alone in my feelings.
To be sure, this is not aimed at condemning
the entire citizenry of this surburban New
England College town as a bunch of insiduous
village idiots. But then again, I am not particularly fond of being shunned by the populace
of Fairfield because I happen to be one of
"those" students from the University. In a
manner of speaking, I am not out for blood; I
am out for respect.
There is much good to be said for Fairfield
and its,good points far outweigh the bad: on
most occasions I have been treated by the
merchants and businesses with the same
amount of courtesy and respect accorded
even the most prominent and wealthiest
members of the community. I have found the
majority of townspeople whom I have met dur-

ing the course of my college career to be an extremely concerned group, deeply concerned
and deeply interested in the affairs of their
community. But I have also become gradually
aware of feelings of resentment and contempt
towards Fairfield University students and the
institution which they represent. The prevailing
attitude among members of the citizenry so
disposed towards the University community
see the student populace as an obnoxious
group bent on destruction, and annihilation.
The group most convinced of this seems to be
the Fairfield County Board of Realtors. Practically all realtors who rent houses to University
Students are affiliated with this organization,
and each year it gets harder to find decent
housing off campus because of the pressure
exerted by this group. We hear constantly of
contracts re-negged on at the last minute by
realtors, of security money that will never be
seen again for a variety of obscure reasons,
and of services provided for in contracts that
somehow never manage to materialize. It must
be remembered thatnot all the realtors are like
that; again it is a case of the few spoiling it for
the many. But the impression is made and
there is hardly a University student that does
not feel he is taking a higly calculable risk when
he moves off campus.
I became aware of this risk myself when I
jointed the ranks of off-campus boarders this
year. I am extremely fortunate to have been
able to rent a relatively new house (my

Fairfield
Energy Foolish
v

By Jan Ricci

More often than not on a college campus,
one generally finds a more acute awareness of
and sensitivity to times of crisis. During a time
of great concern -about energy conservation,
however, such is not the case here at Fairfield.
I hesitate to estimate the number of students
residing at the beach that drive their own cars
to and from campus. These vehicles are an important factor in the parking problem aside
from the fact that they consume more gas than
the shuttle. Yet the issue of creating more
parking areas is objectionable to all students.
We are reluctant to sacrifice the natural beauty
of our campus, but we're doing little to avoid it.
On the other hand, while-the shuttle is wellorganized and efficient, certain schedule modi-

fications could be made to encourage students
to use the shuttle.
I must concede the fact that some students
refuse to spend an extra five minutes on campus. Nevertheless, take a minute to consider
how productive forty minutes of studying
somewhere in the campus center really is. I
can't count the number of times I've seen the
bus on its way to Barlow Road as I'm walking
back from class in Bannow or Xavier. I couldn't
have been there in time if I wanted' to.
Clearly, we're confronted by a give and take
situation. This is something that dan be resolved with very few concessions. Mostly, it takes
just a moment or two from everyone to pause
and consider what can be done to make our
own living situation as a community a little bit
better.

ANEW
IDEA
Ever over sleep and miss breakfast? You
could starve till your next meal or beak down
and buy something at the Stag-Her. The bookstore is one alternative, but it's tough to-make a
meal of ,rslim jims", cookies and candy. You
could drive into town, but you may not have a
car, and if you don't, you might not want to.
Have you ever come back to your room after
a long night of studying and had the urge for
something to eat? Your not in the mood for the
Stag-Her Inn or don't have the money for it or
it's closed. What do you do? take the hike.
What if we had a campus delicatessen? It
could sell foods such as cold cuts, prepared

sandwiches, salads, beverages, junk meals,
etc. Of couse you could have something to eat
all the time by simply stocking your refrigerator
with emergency supplies. If students wereplanning a party they would have a place nearby to get food. Aside from food, the deli might
also be able to sell takeout beer. Ahh—a
place for a six pack! No more walking all the
way to town!
The deli could operate out of the bookstore
or perhaps a cash register could be set up at a
counter in the cafeteria between and after
meals to sell good cold cuts, rolls, cheese or
the like.
Of course the deli will cost money to get
started, but it could begin modestly and build
up on the\ strong support all the famished
students around here will give it.

housemates and I are only its second tenants)
in the Lantern Point development. However,
there is a stipulation in my contract that I may
be evicted with only one day's notice for breaking any one of the list of complicated and
detailed rules and guidelines as laid down by
the Lantern Point association. On the other
hand, I am also very lucky to have an extremely
competent and understanding realtor. What I
cannot understand is the reasoning behind
those realtors who find it necessary to get on
their tenants' cases for the slightest infractions. Many realtor complaints regarding
rowdyism and destruction can be validated, but
why should they be so concerned over certain
houses that, in my opinion, they have the

audacity to put on the market in the first place?
The saddest part about the whole thing is
that this attitude gets carried over to other
parts of the community. My checks have either
been refused or accepted, but with only the
greatest reluctance, at certain stores simply
because they bear my University address. I
sometimes get the impression that every driver
in Fairfield is after me personally simply
because I drive a car with Ohio license plates.
To reiterate, I am not asking for blood
revenge, just'for a little respect. I pay rent
which in turn pays taxes, and although it may
only be part-time, I am nonethejess a resident
of this. town. I just want to know: when do I get
to live here?

Editors Note: The following is reprinted from a
Fairfield University Voice (precursor to the Mirror) dated 2/10/77

OP/ED DEFINED
....is an essential part of this, and every
Newspaper.
»
Letters to the Editor, and signed commentaries voice the writers opinion. Only the unsigned piece(s) which appear on the Editorial
page express the concerns of this tabloid.
All students are urged to express their points
of view regarding issues brought up by this

organization, or by the University.
Letters to the Editor can be slipped in the
Mirror Mailbox located outside the Bookstore,
or under the door of the Mirror Office in Loyola
Hall.
Anyone interested in writing for the Opinions
and Comments Section, contact the Editor of
this section, Box - 1848.
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Features
In Name
Only
By Sharyn Broadbin
It never fails. No matter where I
go, who I am with, what I am doing,
they are out there—all of them. All
those people who make me go
through the daily mortification of the
"oh God what is that person's
name" syndrome. All those people
who cheerfully say hello and shout
your name when you can't even remember what yours is^all those people who are waiting to be introduced
to your other friends by you, but
can't be, all those people who when
asked if they know you, they say yes
at the same time you are saying no.
Why are these people ever born?
Being a graduate of Our Lady of
Amnesia, I guess I am much to
blame. . .until I was twelve, I called
my mother "miss" and I still call her
that lady who makes good roast
beef. It's very embarrassing, the
other day, as I was walking up to my
third period class which I commonly
refer to as The Heartbreak of Canisius, I ran into some guy that didn't
deserve to have a name. He is so
boring that he probably orders vanilla
ice cream at Baskins & Robbins.
Anyway, he was rambling on about
how he thinks that Mork & Mindy is a
communist plot and for the life me, if
Monty Hall had offered me door number two, I still would not be able to
remember his name. Somehow I was
able to slip away without being forced to state his name but I flunked
when he asked me who was my English teacher.
Did you ever hear of a name dropper? Well I am a name disposal. Why
is it that whenever I hear good gossip, I can never remember the face
and the source always tells you,
"Well! know you know them." Life is
unfair just when you are able to play
Rona Barrett, you forget who is fooling around with who. There is no
hope I am afraid, I think that I am the
only person I know that forgets God's
name, using the excuse that I just
don't see him that much.
It has been said that the best way
to remember someone's name is
fnrough association
the only prob
lem is that usually the names of the
people that I have to remember, I
don't want to associate with. The
story of my life. So to all of you
what's you names and Uh
hi's,
give a kid a break and start wearing
rime tags. I mean for what's his
name's sake, how else am I going to
know the latest gossip. . .

QUESTIONS
OF
THE WEEK
If the Avon Lady misses
her test, does she have to
take a make-up exam?

REGIS GOES
CO-APE

By Denise Mattel
Fairfield University was founded in
1942 as an all male institution. Females were not admitted until 1970.
Whoever thought in 1942 that
women would eventually be educated alongside men at Fairfield, let
alone be living with them?
On September 3, 1978 I entered
Fairfield University. As a Freshman I
wanted to explore every corner.
However, on September fourth I decided that I wouldn't go within a hundred yards of Regis. Last year I was
a typical female resident of Campion,
who as walking past Regis, put my
nose in the air. Not to be mistaken
that I was stuckup, but the stench
that prevailed the surrounding area
was unbearable.
Well, here I am living on Regis One
under this dome of odor. Fortunately
its not the same smell, the place
reeks of plants, flowers, and Shower
to Shower. Replacing last years Blow

TRIVIA QUIZ
1. What is the only song that Lucy
can play on the saxophone?
2. Who played the Green Hornet
and who played Kato?
3. What was the name of the
enemy agency in the show Get
Smart?
4. Who played Bobby in the Brady
Bunch?
5. On the show Hazel, what was
George Baxter's sister's name
and what did she do for a living?
6. Who played Topper?
7. In the Patty Duke show, what did
Patty's father do for a living?
8. What is Ethel Mertz's maiden
name?
9. Who played the second Timmy
in Timmy and Lassie?
10 What was Timmy's uncle's
name in the show?
11. Who played Julia's son Corey, in
"Julia"?
12. In the Flying Nun, how much did
Sister Bertrille weight, which
was so light that it enabled her to
fly when she wore her habit and
the winds were strong?
13. What was the name of the fasttalking cartoon character that
was a rooster?
14. Who played Ted Baxter in the
Mary Tyler Moore Show?
15. Who played Eddie Munster?
16. Who played Captain Burton in
The Land of the Giants?
17. Who was George Jetson's boss
and also who was their compet i t o r?
18. Who played Tracy in the Partridge family?
19. Who played Mary Anne in
Gilligan's Island?
20. What was the name of Scarlett's
and Rhett's daughter in the
movie, Gone with The Wind?

If a cemetary has a sale,
are their graves dirt cheap?

21. Who played Samantha's mother
in Bewitched?
22. Where did Rob Petrie live in the
Dick Van Dyke Show?
23. What was the name of Rob
Petrie's boss in the show?
24. In the Brady Bunch, Who did
Alice originally work for and
what was here name?
25. THIS QUESTION IS A THREE
PARTER, AND IF ANSWERED
CORRECTLY INTITLES YOU TO
A FREE BEER FROM THE
FEATURE EDITOR IN THE STAG
HER. Who played the three
members of the Mod Squad,
what were their names in the
show,, and why were each of
them arrested to begin with?
26. Who was the star of the Carol
Burnett Show?

SORRY
JANE!
It has come to the attention of the
feature staff that a mistake was
made in one of the trivia answers.
The question concerned Jane Jetton's measurements. We said
she was 36-24-36 but the fact is
that she is indeed 38-24-36. Since
the feature staff always like to
keep abreast of every issue, we
thought we needed to correct
ourselves. Sorry Jane, we didn't
mean to shortchange you.

FEATURE WRITERS
WANTED
CONTACT BOX 195

RESEARCH
PAPERS

How come, when you buy
a package of hot dogs and
a package of rolls, you get
10 hotdogs but only 8 rolls?

MIKE'S
PIZZA

Dry Joe is Blow Dry Mary, Blow Dry
Marilyn, etc. . . . When asking a male
student on Regis Two what he
thought of the girls hairstyles he
replied, "They have nice buns."
On the other hand the girls love
the guys in Regis. One Regis Three
inhabitant said, "It's great to have
them around to lift trunks and heavy
suitcases." I personally love it here,
the location is more convenient and
the rooms are slightly larger. In my
travels through Regis Ijhave noticed
that the girls have a higher'opinion of
the guys than was expected. Another
male student when asked in general
about the girls in Regis said, "They
have alot going for them upfront and
in keeping with the Regis tradition I
would like to see them get ahead in
life.
All in all the girls on Regis One and
Three are very satisfied, its a heck of
alot easier than running across the
quad at four am!

10,250 on File — All Academic Subjects
Send $1.00 for your up-to-date, 306-page mail order catalog.

1560 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD

ACADEMIC RESEARCH
P.O. BOX 24873
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

"Try Mikes Super Pizza
Or Turn Over Pizza"

FREE DELIVERY
8 to 11 P.M.

ADDRESS

$10.00 Minimum

CITY

OPEN 11 to 11
255-2292

By Frank Malinconico
Visiting Gonzaga Three is one
thing. Living there is something else
entirely. In my three years on that
floor, I have seen sights that would
make Harlem look like Disneyland.
Daily attempts at survival have aged
me ten years since Freshman year.
I've been blessed with peptic ulcers,
high blood pressure and premature
gray. And if the "real world" is half
as crazy as this floor. I have nothing
to worry about.
Last week we had a bizzare ritual
called a Viking Dinner. It was one
meal I won't forget. I knew something was going on the minute I approached the table. There was an unnerving silence, and the cold stares
of my floor mates made me uncomfortable. Suddenly someone broke
the silence. . . "Tonight is our Viking
Dinner Frank, No silverware is allowed." Before I had a chance to protest, my silverware was snatched
from my tray. It was returned in
another moment, twisted pieces of
metal rolled in a ball.
The next time you get a chance,
try eating spaghetti without a fork. I
stared helplessly at my place, then
across the table. I winced in horror
as several floor members lapped
sauce off their plates. Another was
trying to sip mashed potatoes
through a straw. A third was popping
jellow into his mouth like M&M's. It
was like watching the finalists in the
Gerber Baby Open ■In desperation I hit on an idea I
took two pieces of French bread and
piled the spaghetti neatly on top.
Despite protests from other Vikings,
officials ruled in my favor. I twirled a
strand of spaghetti around a piece of
bread and smiled victoriously.
By this time our antics had attracted the attention of other tables.
Most shook their heads in disgust.
Others stared in disbelief at the Vikings poking at chocolate cake and
salad with all the grace of a caveman
wearing boxing gloves.
One hour and six slices of bread
later, I finished my meal. And the dull
ache in my stomach told me I'd really
overdone it this time. I peered with
glazed eyes at the remaining Vikings.
The silence at the table was interrupted by the occasional gurgle of
battered stomachs. As I rose from
the table my gaze fell on a saucesplattered floormate. It was clear
that the messy ordeal had left him
exhausted. His eyes seem to roll'
from side to side as he clutched his
stomach. "Hey," he chortled
.through attacks of indigestion, "Can
we use a napkin now?" "Sure I
said." "I won't tell anyone.". . . .

Fairfield
Goes
Undercover
By John Baran
Undercover CIA agents on campus? Sounds like something our of a
late night spy thriller, doesn't it?
Wrong. According to an article in
Penthouse magazine, the Central Intelligence Agency has been secretly
recruiting agents through contacts in
the admission offics of many American colleges. A special effort is
made to persuade foreign students
to become informants in their respective countries.
But not on the Hallowed grounds'
of a Jesuit university, you argue.
Wrong again. Notre Dame is one of
the biggest recruiting centers, so
why not our own upwardly mobile
Fairfield?
This may explain a lot. For example, what about that kid with the dark
glasses who shows up only for exams in your Western Civ. class, yet is
the first to hand in his test sheet and
receives less than a 95? Or that girl
in Campion who is never seen entering or leaving her room but periodically has strange messages like
"Regis-4:00-Wear a rusted 'I care'
button" scribbled in purple ink on her
memo board? Did you ever wonder
who belongs to that mailbox which
doesn't have a number? Think about
it.
But who would be prime candidates for this special agent spy
drive? The odds weight heavily in
favor of psych-majors for two reasons. First, they make people nervous. Who relaxes around a psychmajor? They have the irritating ability
to broadcast your secret fears to
everyone within earshot, simply by
observing the way you salt your food
at dinner. Secondly, God and the
chairwoman only know what they
teach them in those special courses
that psych-majors alone are allowed
to take.
A second choice for ideal CIA targets are English-majors. Could there
be any other practical purpose for
majoring in English?
One last point the article brought
out was the fact that teachers, also,
were planted in various universities
across the country. Rejoice, Fairfield, for we now have a reason for
Wacky Joe, Fr. MCarron, and Dean
Murphy.

SURFSIDE
LIVES!
ESPECIALLY

THURSDAY
NIGHTS
500 12 oz. MILLER BOTTLE
9 to 11
STARTING SOON

FAC
FRIDAY AFTERNOON CLUB

NAME

STATE

Like It Is

BECOME A MEMBER TODAY !
1st DRINK FREE
OPEN 7 to 1 MONDAY • THURSDAY
OPEN TILL 2AM FRIDAY & SATURDAY
_ZIP_

SOUTH PINE CREEK ROAD
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Cross Sections
THIS WEEKS
QUESTIONS:

How Does It Feel To
Finally Be A Senior?

JOHN SMITH: "I'm having a really
great time at the beach. Maybe I'll
stick around and go to school."

CINDY BINKUNSKI: "I don't like it,
Idon't want to be a senior, I don't
want to grow up."

GREG PIA: "Senior year came on
quickly and I haven't been hit with all
the functions yet but once it gets rolling I think my apprehensions will die
down and anticipation of may will
build."

KAREN FARACI: "I feel really good
about it and this will be a good year
to do the things I haven't had a
chance to do before. A good finish to
a great three years."

PATTY KEEFE: "I'm psyched for
the year and hope it never ends."

BRIAN HULL: "Am I a senior?"

M.J. SCHRATWIESER: "I'm psych
ed for a good partying year but I'm
sad to know leaving is just around
the corner."

Dear Sven,
I'm a color-blind drug addict and
can't tell what color the pills are I've
been taking. This is extremely confusing as I have a wide variety to
choose from. Oh Great Learned One,
what should I do?
Signed,
I've got the blues—/ think
Dear Red, White, or Blue,
My friend had a similar problem.
He sometimes sleeps through par-

ties and dances at mass. We never
noticed this behavior unusual for
Fairfield until we found him snorting
Comet through a straw. Since then
he's cleaned up his act, maybe you
can too
Dear Sven,
I have a crush on my FiA and I'm
running out of excuses to try and
seduce him. Even though he's on the
other wing, it seems I always find it
more convenient to drop in on him. I

now have three change of room requests, four trash cans, and six new
lightbulbs! How can I make him see
this isn't puppy love anymore?
Signed,
A Cupid Struck Co-ed
Dear Co-ed,
I have an idea. Part of the RA's job
is to advise. (Though not as good as
Sven) Dress in your dingiest Kleins
and throw yourself on the mercy of
his couch for comfort. You know
you've got him when he closes the
door and decides to handle your problems lying down.

TRIVIA ANSWERS
■LGlow Worm
2.Van Williams & Bruce Lee
3.K.A.O.S.
4.Mike Lookinland
S.Deirdro—Interior Decorator
6.Leo J. Carroll
7.He was a newspaper editor
8.Ethel Mae Potter
9.Jon Provost
lO.Uncle Petrie
11 .Mark Copage
12.90 pounds
13. Foghorn leghorn
14.Ted Knight
15.Butch Patrick
16.Gary Conway

17.Mr. Spacely & Cogswell Cogs
18.SuzanneCrough
19.Dawn Wells
20.Bonnie
21.Agnes Moorehead
22.New Rochelle
23.Alan Brady
24.She worked for Mr. Brady & her
name is Ann. B. Davis
25.Answer given next week
26.Guess
If you have any trivia questions you
would like to see asked, or if you
think you can stump the mirror staff
contact Sharyn Box 195.

KEG BEER
DISCOUNT
WINE AND
LIQUOR
Date

Time

Place

THURSDAY
SEPTEMBER 27th

11 to 5 PM

OUTSIDE
BOOKSTORE

'10 DEPOSIT

1872 POST ROAD EAST
WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT
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Arts & Entertainment
They're Singing About...My Generation
By Franny DeFeo
I was too young, or maybe better
yet, too naive to really appreciate the
Who, when they tirst really broke into
the scene back in 1964 with "My
Generation". Consequently, I never
took the time out to really listen to
them. I always thought they were
good, but I never really listened. Alot
slipped by me, and after seeing them
at the Garden last Monday night, I
became truly disappointed in my
naivete and lack of interest in what
proved to ~be one of the best
rock'n'roll acts around.
What makes them special is their
individuality. Each member has their'
own role, and they stick to it. But
once together, they form into a
perfect entity, and create a sound
which is all their own.
Roger Daltrey, sporting a new
"mod" haircut, was both versatile in
voice and body. The audience was
captivated from the moment he
started singing. They even tolerated
his off-key rendition of "Magic Bus",'
and his attempt at playing rhythm
guitar during the so-called intermission of the show. His "exercises"
were entertaining also—during the
breaks he would walk quickly in a circle around center-stage. One would
wonder how he never got dizzy. He
even did a summersalt during
"Won't Get Fooled Again" Whew!
His moments of glory came during
"Pinball Wizard" which fell nicely into "See Me, Feel Me" equipped with
a laser show straight from the

lasarium! He also highlighted a song,
"The Music Must Change", off his
most recent solo album.
Peter Townsend was in excellent
form throughout the show. However,
there was a bit of trouble when he
broke a string, which accidently cut
his- hand, during "Who Are You?"
But this didn't stop him. He returned
to the stage accompanied by thunderous applause, and continued to
play even better than before. His
masterpiece "Quadrophenia" was
highlighted by the cut "Drowned."
This was expectionally good,
because the horns and keyboard
were employed for Quadrophinia
"Sound." And anyone that has listened to the album knows that the majority of it was written on the keyboard. In concert, Peter is not only
musically stimulating but he adds a
wonderful energy to the act with his
"thirty foot leaps into the air while
standing still" routine. This complimented nicely with Roger's jogging and pacing—and there is always
John Entwistle, who stood as still as
a marble statue throughout everything. It was a joy to hear Peter's
guitar wailing during "5:15" and
"Long Live Rock".
It seemed that the "classics"
were the ones which got the audience rocking. The begining of the
show was a bit dragged out and slow,
but the moment something from
"Tommy" was introduced, everything fell into place.
John Entwistle, although virtually

Pictured above, from left to right is "the Who" Band - John Entwistle (bass), Roger Daltrey (vocals), Kenny
Jones (drums), Peter Townsend (bass and additional vocals). They rocked the walls off the garden last Monday
Night. Long Live Rock!
motionless on stage, saves all his
good as Keith? Well, he appeared to few times extra. It was great! and
energy for his guitar playing, which
be as good, but his style was much everyone involved has a helluva
was impecible at all times. He for- different. He didn't display any of the good time in the process.
tunately saved Roger from total emzanny acrobatics that Keith was
The Who will inevitably remain a
barrassment during the twenty
famous for, but his drum solos were rock'n'roll tradition in its' best sense.
minute intermission, by covering up
entertaining. There will never be an Be it because of Pete Townsend's
Roger's futile attempt at guitar playadequate replacement for Keith, but electrifying guitar playing or Roger
ing with some extraordinary bass. He
Kenny came pretty close on Monday. Daltrey's strong vocals, or even bethas proved himself to be one of the
The show's climax was during the ter yet, the guiet, almost invisible
best bass players we have left in
"Audience Participation" part. Here presence of John Entwistle backed
rock today.
Roger persuaded everyone into sing- with Kenny Jones' insistent backFinally, there was Kenny Jones,
ing "My Generation". I never heard beat.
who has taken the almost irreso many people sing a song so well!
As long as they are around, they'll
placable Keith Moon's spot at the
This was really a rock stars dream always represent an important part
drums. I think this is what people
come true, and Roger got so excited of my generation.
were really checking out. Was he as
that he made us sing the chorus a

You're Never Alone
With A Schizophrenic
By Franny DeFeo
Over the past decade, rock'n'roll
has betrayed itself. It's so disenchanting to see the pseudo-rock bands
and their gimmicks walk away with
all the glory. What's harder, is to sit
back and watch the hero's of rock
abandon their posts for something
which will make them richer. Ian
Hunter is different. He has withstood
the inevitable vacuum of the starmaker-machinery, and has arrived
back on the scene gleaming with a
new and wonderful freshness, backed with a strong will to survive. As
Ian put it, "There is only one thing
lacking in rock'n'roll these days and
that's corn. Everyone's like ice now,
you've gotta be cool. But corniness
was a big part or rock and roll, and I
miss it."
lan's new album, "You're Never
Alone with A Schizophrenic," is a
tribute to all the rock'n' roll heros that
have survived. It's exuberant energy
shines throughout, and he just can't
seem to let his die-heart fans down.

In the true "Mott The Hoople"
tradition, he has incorporated som£>
tough hard-hitting rockers. Starting
with "Just Another Night", which has
the truly amazing Mick Ronson wailing excitedly on guitar in the background. The opening riffs remind one
of "All The.Way From Memphis"—a
Mott classic—but this song has a
more sophisticated sound than any
of his earlier material. This is probably due to the fact that he has an
unbelievable back-up band. They are
all vintage studio musicians. Three of
the members are from Bruce Springsteen's band (which is probably
the strongest American rock'n'roll
band today), and with the addition of
the notorious Mick Ronson, he can't
help but rock. Ian comments, "For
'You're Never Alone With A
Schizophrenic' I wanted to use a
rhythm section that was used to
each other. They were great, Max
was, super and the drum sound was
amazing, the best drum sound I've
ever heard. Max was in for months
learning how to tune his drums for

this studio. After we started recording, in two hours I was hearing
things that made my hair curl."
The album never seems to fall
short of his expectations. "Cleveland
Rocks" may just be Hunter's new anthem, (previously it was "All The
Young Dudes")—Even if you're not
from Cleveland, this song will have
you believing they rock in their sleep.
It could very well be the hottest cut
on the album, alongside "Life After
Death", which roars louder with
each additional listen.
Although Hunter is mainly knows
as a rock'n'roller, he can still write
some extremely pretty music.
"Ships", "Standin' in My Light" and
"When The Daylight Comes" prove
this. Each of these songs capture
Hunter in a positive way, and lets us
see a side of him which rarely is
seen. Hunter slates, "I was known
as a rock and roll writer but I've
always liked the slow stuff. The three
slow songs on this album are the
best songs I've ever written." This
could be true!

iimi
Miff/

DEMETRI'S
Barber Shop Hair Styling

About his songwritting he notes,
"If I'm desperate, like I've got a"
deadline or something, I can sit down
and write one. But the best ones are
the ones that just come out of the air.
You've got to be truthful."
He disdains commercialism, and
feels that all the songs on this album
avoid this genre completely. "I've
never quite understood American
commercial taste. I listen to the radio
but it doesn't tell me anything."

However, commercial success just
might be what he needs to |ain the
recognition he deserves: He's
already waited too long.
Ellen Foley of "Meatloaf" fame,
sings back-up on the album (and on
tour). Her powerful, almost screaming voice compliments Hunter's
vocals stupendously. Rosons also
does some back-up, but his glory
comes out mainly through his guitar.

Fountainhead Explodes
By Eileen Bergin & Elisa Loprete
The S.E.C. opened this semester's
entertainment schedule with a mixer
in the Oakroom last Friday night. The
featured band, Fountainhead, played
to a widely enthusiastic crowd. The
affair lasted from 9 'til 1. Admission
was $2.00 and beer tickets were
sold.
Fountainhead, originally from the
Hartford area, is a nine member
group. They play to a diversity of audiences including variuos clubs
through out New England. Their program consists of tunes which they
term "redneck rock". The carriage
of which is provided by a four-guitar
base.

A large prt of the audience seemed familiar with the group's material.
A state of anticipation waxed heavy
as Fountainhead took the stage. The
atmosphere was almost more one of
a concert than that of a dance, as a
cluster of eager listeners hovered
around the main attraction.
Fountainhead played long and
hard—three sets and an encore. The
audience proved enthusiastically
responsive, while admission and
beer provision ran smoothly. Many
thanks to the S.E.C. for an event that
was well planned executed and attended. A great job was done by all,
and an equally great time was had by
all.

iquor Barrel

FAIRFIELD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC WINES
1434 POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06430

...8.32 $7.56
TUBORG GOLD
CARLING Black Label 12 Oz. Bott. . . .6.76 Delfc
'12 Oz. Bott.

Bob & Demetri

ICED COLD KEGS - OF - BEER
48 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD

255-1177

ROMANOFF
VODKA
80°

$4.66

QT

1.75L $8.55
$7.69 BY THE CASE (6)

ALWAYS IN STOCK

OUR

[ DELIVERY DAILY
CALL BEFORE 6PM

259-1764
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Classified
NOTE:
The job descriptions that are followed by a card number can be found in the
card catalogue located in the Counseling Center in Loyola Lobby.
Anyone who wishes to place a classified ad in the Mirror concerning jobs, sale
items, roommate opportunities, etc. for Fairfield University Students please use
coupon below and write to Box 1537. No personals or advertisements will be accepted. Please note what information you want to be placed in the classified (i.e.
box#, address, name, phone number.) Also, remember the first word of your ad
will be capitalized for the heading.
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Please Use The Coupon Below To Place Your Classified Ads
i

'

-

Name

Address

Phone

Box # _

CUSTOMIZED Calligraphy. You
name it I'll letter it. Prices available
on request. Contact Eileen 255-8886.
Box 1311
"
TYPIST for students term papers,
etc. Experienced. Reasonable rates.
Please call Mrs. Esteves 335-6313.
SALES clerical, stock display &
maintenance help for Bridgeport
Sears. Hours flexible
Card #60
FIX dripping faucets in Fairfield,
Black Rock Area
Card #PT75
STORE clerk in Fairfield. Hours to fit
class schedule.
Card #PT62
SALES help needed in Fairfield and
Bridgeport. Knowledge of athletic
equipment required.
Card#PT76
SCHOOL bus drivers 18 years old
and older. Will train. Location: Fairfield Hrs. 1:30-4 and 6:30-9am MonFri. $4. per hr.
Card #95

LOOK YOUR BEST IN '79

BARBER SERYILLE
1426 POST ROAD

259-3893

GMiTHERs JWURES
NUTRITION CENTERS

BRICK WALK
1275 POST ROAD

10%
DISCOUNT
FAIRFIELD U. I.D.
HEALTH FOODS-VITAMINS

Ann
Depp's
Travel

VI

"The Agency
That Cares"
ANN DEPP

Owner-Manager
48 REEF ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CONN. 06430

OFFICE 255-2846

GENERAL maintenance work every
weekend permanently in Westport
Sat. 9 to 4 and Sundays 11 am to 3pm
:_,;•., ■"
Card#52
TWO drivers needed. Drivers license
and good driving record required.
Location: Bridgeport.
Card #84
STOCK workers and counter help
needed in downtown Bpt. afternoons, eves, wknds open. More
suitable for males Salary nego.
Card #90
HOUSECLEANING one day a week.
Car necessary. Fairfield location.
Salary nego.
Card #58
NURSERY school teacher needed
for 4 yr olds at Darien YMCA. Hrs.
9:15 to noon. Mon-Fridays Salary $13
per day.
Card #53
PROOF reader needed in Fairfield.
Card #PT78

Dates To Start

LIGHT housekeeping 3 or 4 hours
one day per week in Fairfield.
Transportation needed, Card # PT82
WAITERS and bus boys for Westport
restaurant.
Card #PT87
OFFICE worker needed for Trumbull
office. Typing necessary. Hours flexible;
Card #96
DAY and evening hostesses and bus
persons. Car necessary. Location in
New Canaan.
Card #93'
FULL and part time cashiers needed
immed. for Westport self serv gas
sta. All hrs avail. $3.50. per hr. #67
HOUSEHOLD cleaning, yard work
once a week fsor 2 or 3 hours during
week or weekends in Fairfield.
Card #71
INSTRUCTOR for drums and banjo in
Westport. Hours flexible. Salary
nego.
Card #89

A LARGE SELECTION OF FLANNEL
SHIRTS AND TURTLENECKS
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
Westport Open
Thurs till 8 p.m.
Bridgeport Fri till 8 p.m.

Amy & Navy Store
!^^31439 POST RD EAST, WESTPORT
essE.MainSt.
IZLLJ 255-6066. Opp Westport Bowling Lanes
Bridgeport y^

Do You Need
Xerox Copies?

BUS Boys & Dishwashers for Westport restaurant. Bus boy hrs 12 noon
to 3 pm. or 6-10:30pm. Salary $2.91
plus tips. Dishwasher hrs 6-10:30
Salary $2.50 per hr.
Card #92
FAIRFIELD Country Club needs
waitresses, outside ground workers
and inside club works,
Card #72
WAITRESS barmaid for Westport
restaurant evenings. Salary
minimum wage plus tips.
Card #73
LIGHT housekeeping plus babysit for
8yr old come between 2:30-3 to
6-6:30pm.start dinner do laund. in
Westport. Approx 4hrs per day 5 day
per week
Card #PT34
KITCHEN personell,
hostesses for Fairfield
Hours flexible.
TWO models for film
weight male and female

bus boys,
restaurant.
Card #PT51
strip, overCard #86

OFFICE messenger to process incoming and outgoing mail. Deliver
throughout plant. Lots of walking.
Hours 7 am to noon Mon-Fri.
Card #39A
HELP with housework one or two
mornings per week in Southport. Car
necessary. Hours flexible. Minimum
wage.
Card #41
GENERAL helper. Clean drivers
license and fair amount of strength
needed. Photoblue in Bpt. 4 hrs per
day. $3 to $3.25 per hr. More if skilled
Card #PT32
STRATFORD Roller Park needs rink
guards regular guards and disc
jockeys.
Card #80
WORK in controllers office. Business
background. Accounting experience.
Westport.
Card #24A
STAMFORD Marriot needs waiters,
waitresses, switchboard operators,
desk clerks, doormen, recreation attendants. Hrs flex. $3 per hr.
■
Card #31
COOK for family of 3 wkdays in exchange for room and board plus $40
weekly salary.
Card #PT27
WAITRESS needed for Westport
restaurant. Lunches or dinners.
Card #61
WRITE homework assignments 4 or
5 nights per week for boy with
dysgraphics. New Canaan.
Card #PT81
OVERSEE warehouse in Stamford.
Hrs flexible. Sale $3 per hr.
Card #19
SALES clerk, reliability and car
necessary. Trumbull Shopping Plaza.
Hours 10-2 pm or 10-5:30pm
Card #94
FULL and part time cashiers. Location: New Canaan. Hours flexible.
Card #25A
LIBRARY materials assistant for
deliveries and occassional custodian
help. Good driving record necessary.
10-12 hrs per wk, Fairfield $3.25 per
hr. $.15 per mile
Card #24
GENERAL restaurant work for
Friendly's Ice Cream in Westport.
Card #PT79
STUDENT to help with general
housework for family in Fairfield.
Hours flexible. Salary, to be discussed
Card #18
WORK for lawn doctor: License and
good driving record required.
Westport office. Hours flexible
Card #17
SEVERAL drivers for car shuttling for
rental agency and a desk worker
needed. Hours flexible Bpt. and Norwalk locations.
Card #14
WORK in bowling alley snack bar and
concourse in Fairfield. Card #PT85
FOOD service workers full and part
time. Drivers license necessary.
Card #6

FAIRFIELD
HARDWARE
At Circle Plaza, Rt. 1 (opp MacDonald's)
Fairfield

259-0212
"Much more than an ordinary
hardware store"
Fairfield Hardware Hopes You Have A Good
Year, And To Get It Off To An A + Start
We Are Offering A
SPECIAL DISCOUNT COUPON

15% OFF
On The Many Items In Our Store

COPY COSTS AS LOW AS
LAMPS

XeroqrapNG}
XeroqrapNca
Xeroqraphka

! SAVE 15% !

CLOCKS JON
1275 Post Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
203/255-4517
Housr: Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30

"In The Fairfield Brickwalk'

EXTENSION I
CORDS
PAINT

I

THIS PURCHASE*!
STUDENT
* Except Sale Items And
Gas Power Equipment

Fairfield Hardware

POTS
PANS
HOT
POTS
PICTURE
HANGING
HARDWARE

YOU NEED NOT BRING IN COUPON, JUST STUDENT I.D.
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Soccer Squad Trounces Drew 4-0
By Richard Pratt
After absorbing a tough 2-1 loss at
Sacred Heart on Wednesday, the
Fairfield University soccer team rebounded to destroy Drew by the lopsided score of 4-0 on Saturday.
The victory over Drew was the
Stags first triumph of the young
season after two initial losses.
Yesterday the Stags hosted St.
Peter's in the first of four consecutive home encounters. Marist
visits Fairfield on Saturday at 11 A.M.
with St. John's to follow on Monday
at 3:30. Pace closes out the homestand next Wedneday at 4 P.M.
Saturday's route of Drew will
hopefully signal a hot streak-for the
Fairfield kickers as they move into
the long home stretch.
Last Wednesday the Stags travelled to Sacred Heart only to absorb a
disappointing 2-1 loss in a contest
marked by several questionable (to
say the least) calls by the officials.
Fairfield actually netted four goals
but there were disallowed for various
reasons as the officials appeared to
be watching an episode of "The Invisible Man" rather than focusing
their attention on the soccer game at
hand.
Sacred Heart opened, the scoring
in the first half as Rafael Baastarche
converted a rebound from within a
scramble in front of Stag goalie Dave
Webber. Fairfield's Kevin O'Connell
evened the score at 1-1 shortly
thereafter with a fine individual effort. O'connell beat helpless
defenders, walked in on goal, and
fired a blast into an upper corner of
the Sacred Heart cage.
At this point, the officiating turned
sour. First, O'Connell again penetrated the Pioneer back line, only to
be cut down by a defender with no
call from the referee. O'Connell
somehow scored despite the violation, making the score 2-1 Fairfield,
right? Wrong. The official at this point
decided to call the penalty against

Sacred Heart, thus eliminating
O'Connells's goal.
Stag Mark Longwell was the next
victim of the referees' antics.
Longwell accepted a pass in front of
the Pioneer net, turned, shot, and
scored, only to have his effort erased
for a hand ball violation. Did Longwell
actually commit this felonous crime?
No, must have been that "invisible
man" up to his old tricks again.
Taking advantage of such good
fortune, Sacred Heart scored its second goal as Pete Saadar was
awarded a penalty shot after being
tripped up in the penalty area.
Saadar's shot eluded Webber, making the score 2-1 in favor of the
Pioneers as the first half ended.
The Stags came out smoking in
the second half and dominated much
of the action. Determined to once
again bounce back, the Stags scored
quickly as Longwell again beat the
Pioneer netminder. But, that same
"invisible man" was ruled offsides
on Longwell's tally, resulting in yet
another erasure of a Fairfield goal.
Fairfield refused to fold and continued pressuring the Sacred Heart
defense. Paul O'Leary burst through
the Pioneer back line, worked his
way well inside the penalty area, and
upon smelling a scoring opportunity
was promptly dumped by a Sacred
Heart defender. As both teams lined
up for O'Leary's penalty shot, the
referee placed the ball well outside
the penalty area and announced no
penalty shot would be awarded. After
Coach Kuhlmann openly expressed
his "displeasure" with the officiating, the two teams played out
the game with Sacred Heart holding
on 2-1.
The disappointment of the loss lies
in the fact that the Stags got their offensive going, played a solid defensive game, and put forth an overall
strong effort, only to come away
empty handed. They continually
bounced back from misfortune to
play well, but time finally ran out on

Paul O'Leary shows defensive effort in recent soccer action. The Squad found their first victory Saturday
(Collin Kelleher Photo)
against Drew, 4-0.
their efforts.
a 2-0 lead. Carlos Cardosa worked
The half progressed with no furDetermined to overcome the the ball down the left wing and lofted ther action until Webber was forced
Sacred Heart loss, the Stags travell- a centering pass which O'Connell to depart with a suspected charlie
ed to Drew on Saturday. Fairfield headed home to record his third goal horse after being kneed by an overalso had a score to settle with this in the two games of the week. Fair- aggressive Drew forward. Tom Matfine Drew team which has ripped the field dominated play for the re- tera replaced Webber for the duraStags by a score of 6-1 a year ago.
mainder of half number one, but no tion of the game.
The game, a spirited affair, open- further scoring was recorded. The
The final nail was drilled into the
ed with Drew applying initial pres- highlight of the duration of the half Drew coffin with barely one minute
sure. But, the strong work of was the stellar play of goalkeeper left to play as Tom DeNino worked
sweeper back Ken Donovan spear- Dave Webber who denied Drew at- the ball free from within a scramble
headed a strong defensive effort to tackers on two penalty shots. Web- and scored, making the score 4-0 in
stymie Drew.
ber's heroics greatly demoralized favor of the Stags.
Fairfield reversed the tempo of the Drew and at the same time fired up
The victory was especially satisfygame shortly thereafter and Kevin the Stag charges.
ing when one considers last year's
O'Connell outraced two Drew deAs the second half opened, Fair- Fairfield team absorbed nine losses
fenders and lofted a shot in to the far field continued its domination before breaking into the win column.
corner of the Drew net near the five through crisp passing and strong If the Stags progress as expected
minute mark to give Fairfield the ear- teamwork. The Stags upped their from this point, they should reach
ly lead which they would never sur- lead to 3-0 at the five minute mark of their preseason expectations of berender.
the second half as O'Connell fed Ed" ing the best team in the history of
O'Connell converted again just Brandecker who drilled a shot past a Stag soccer.
seven minutes later to give the Stags helpless Drew goalie.

RUGBY SCHEDULE
FALL 1979

September

15

lona College

-

22

Lafayette College

29

Hunter College

October

6

November

FAIRFIELD
TRADING
POST
Supermarket
For Marine &
Camping Supplier?*
"Your Boat Equipment
Discount Center"

PAINTS — HARDWARE
LIFE JACKETS 259-3498
1580 Post Rd., Fairfield
Exit 21 Tpke — Open Frt Nite

Gold's
THE
DELICATESSEN

GOOD mm
SANDWICHES
873 POST RD.
FAIRFIELD

TRIDENT RECORDS
• LARGE SELECTION OF HEAD GEAR IN
• LOW PRICES ON RECORDS & TAPES .
» OVER "1500" USED RECORDS PRICED 1
FROM $1 to $3
J

JOIN OUR RECORD CLUB
BUY 10 GET ONE FREE!!!
57 UNQUOWA RD
„
FAIRFIELD
25
♦ (Near Community Theater)

255-1838

HOURS
Mon-Sat:

Home

Home

Down State Medical School

13

Conn. Yankees

20

Suffolk County Celtics

28

Danbury R.F.C.

Away

3

Pace University

Away

10

Fairfield's Rugby Club, shown here against Lafayette, prepares to battle Hunter College Saturday.
<
(Eileen Haggerty Photo)

Home

Essex R.F.C.

Away

Home
Home

Home

NAUTILUS
CAFE
HAPPY HOUR
f VERY
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
9-10
"HALF - PRICES"
APPEARING ONE NIGHT ONLY

"BARNACLE"
TUESDAY OCTOBER 2
1144 REED ROAD, FAIRFIELD
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Ruggers Split With Lafayette
By Mike Crawley
The Fairfield Rugby club got off to
a fine start a week ago by sweeping
lona in the A and B games. The A
team won 18-12 in a very well played
game while the B side "blew out"
lona 35-0. This week against
Lafayete was a little bit tougher on
the "Red Ruggers". The A team
went into the game missing some
very key players due to injury (most
notably Rick Flynn) and went on to
lose a couple more players in a tough
losing effort. Fairfield took an early
4-0 lead on a great run by Kevin Barrasso, who has scored two trys
against lona. They eventually gave
up the lead for good on two penalty
kicks by Lafayette. All through the
game Fairfield was plagued by the
quick and constant whistle of the

referee. Lafayette had no less than
five attempts at penalty kicks inside
the 25 yard line. Strong games were
turned in by Rob King and captain
Kevin Cochoron kept Fairfield in the
contest for a while but a strong
Lafayette squad downed our injured
ruggers 18-4.
The B side had started the day off
on a high note by once again proving
to be a powerhouse in defeating lona
B's 22-4. Rick "Crash" Dillon turned
in a bruising game at fullback and added a try on a nice run in the second
half, James Cosh opened the scoring
earlier when he picked up a beautiful
kick by John Eannon and was all
alone for the try. Fairfield's offense
was moving well with scrum-half Eddie "Silk" Wilk making some beautiful passes. Hugh Brenner added

another try on a tough run to give the
ruggers a comfortable lead. Gary
Camus was the suprise of the day
leading the "B" side in scoring with a
try and two penalty kicks in his first
game as a rugger. The whole scrum
played well lead by the tough Dennis
Haylon.
The "C" side played a much more
experienced squad. Lafayette fielded
a combination of their A and B teams
to play our "C's" who made up for
what they lacked in experience with
hustle and guts. The rough and tumble game was won by Lafayette 10-0.
All the ruggers would like to thank
everybody for the fan support and we
hope .to see a lot of people at the
game this Saturday against Hunter
College. Come on out and root for
the Ruggers.

Despite the efforts of this unidentified Stag runner, the "A" team bowed
to Lafayette, 18-4
(Eileen Haggerty Photo)

ENERGY.
We can't afford
to waste if.

The "B" Rugby team advances ball upfield in 22-4 victory over lona.

WINE & LIQUOR DISCOUNTS
AT THE CROSS WALK - POST & REEF ROAD
THREE WAYS TO FIGHT INFLATION
Serlin Way-#1-Buy Red Tagged Liquor and Wine - Save 5% -10%
Serlin Way #2-Mix A Case Of Any Liquor and Wine (Same Size) Save 10% More
Serlin Way #3-Buy $60 Or More Of Wine and Liquor - Save 10% More

NO
NAME
3

/4l_80°
VODKA.... ?3.93
GIN
.*3.93
RYE
?4.12
SCOTCH... ?4-91

VODKA

SAVE MONEY ON A
QUART OF IMPORTED
VODKA. BUY 2 PINTS
OF VODKA FOR $2.34
EACH. THIS IS
EQUAL TO •

*4.68

IZMIRA 80°

QT.

BEER
DISCOUNT
TUBORG GOLD

LITRE FRENCH

11%

Cuvee Maison d'Ocean

always at...
NATHAN JEWELERS

»1.89

*1.53

3 LITRE
PETRI
Red, White, Rose

Red, White, Rose

$350

SPECIAL
STUDENT
DISCOUNT

, BLACK LABEL

COLD KEGS and BEER BALLS
ALL WINES CHILLED
ANOTHER SERLIN
DISCOVERY

(Eileen Haggerty Photo)

Case Of 4

*A0b
~

Each

12%

rort Id, Fairfield - Braid & Cannon, Bpt - State 4 Colorado, Bpt - Wooko Center, Orange
Caktor Center, Derby • Route 1 4 77, Guilfcrd

NATHAN
JEWELERS
1275 POST ROAD • FAIRFIELD, CONN.
(In the Brick Walk)
255-4559
>OOOOOOOOBOaoe»OOOOOOOOBO«Bfc

FAIRFIELD CLEANERS
AND TAILORS
10% STUDENT/FACULTY DISCOUNT

DRAPERY CLEANING

NO CHARGE FOR MINOR MENDING
HOURS OF TOIL
1580 POST ROAD
Around Comer From Train Station
Mon-Fri 7a.m.-6p.m.
Sat 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
255-1068
I
w UU

m
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Stags Drop 14-12 Slugfest To New Haven
By Chris Byrd
•The rains came washing out a
doubleheader Saturday against
Sacred Heart to give the Fairtield
diamondmen welcome relief from
their hetic pace of late. They did
however manage to get in two
games blanking Sacred Heart 5-0
Wednesday as Ron Throupe ran his
streak of not allowing a run to 19 innings and dropping a touch extra—inning decision to New Haven the next
day 14-12.
On the road and under the lights,
Ron Throupe produced the first Stag
shutout of the season as they downed Sacred Heart—o avenging an
earlier thumping at their hands.
The Gods didn't smile upon them
the next time out as they lost a three
hour and ten minute struggle to New
Haven.
It wasn't an aesthetic masterpiece
on either side, with errors, wild pitches and passed balls being the rule,
rather than the exception. Nor was it
a pitcher's paradise, with 8 pitchers
in all throwing. It seemed as if Coach
Cooke was ready to put in anybody
with that appendage known as the
arm, to stop the barrage.
New Haven set-the rather quick
pace as a lead—off triple off Jim
Kenning and a sacrifice -fly gave
them the lead/1-0. But Fairfield had
a quick answer,, namely Joe DeVillis'
two run homer in the bottom of the
inning to put them on top 2-1.
From that moment on, the game
was a see—saw affair. New Haven
tied it in the top of the 2nd, as a double off the centerfield fence scored
the lead—off man, who had walked.
The third, however proved to be
their big inning. Rich Pratt came in to
relieve Kenning, and his was not an
suspicous debut. The lead—off hitter drilled one over the rightfield
fence to make it 3-2. A poorly played
ball by leftfielder Mike Walsh allowed
the next man to reach second. A
single to right scored him making it
4-2. Jim Gostowski's bobble at third
allowed the next man to reach. A
shot off Fred Dana's glove made it
5-2. A line drive over Sean Brophy's
head in center scored two more to.
make it 7-2. The rally ended when the
ninth man to come to the plate dribbled one back-to the pitcher.
Much to-New Haven's demise,
Fairfield, too had such a rally in
them, Steve Carlotto led—off the
bottom half -with a home to
left—center. DeVillis then beat out
an infield single and moved to second on a passed ball. After a Rosenfield groundout, Fred Dana brought
him home with a homer that barely
cleared the rightfieldJence, to make
it 7-5. Sean Brophy singled, Pete

*-#sfw*i«tf5

Sewn Brophy singles to lead off key ninth inning rally. The Stags tied the game in ninth, only to lose the slugfest 14-12 to New Haven.
(Ed Hatton Photo)

SPORTS

Ciardiello walked and Tom Ford
singled to drive in Brophy. Mike Cutcaris' pitch hitting scored pitch runner Mark Watson to tie the game.
Mike Walsh singled home the go
ahead run making it 8-7. The Stags
then loaded the bases only to have
Rosenfield pop up to end the rally, in
which 12 men batted.
Rich Pratt, who has survived the
masacre of the previous inning
seemed to have things under control
in the fourth. But his control failed
him and he loaded the bases with

walks. A single over the outstretched
glove of DeVillis scored the go ahead
run and finished Pratt for the day.
Jim Gostowski moved from third to
the mound. An error by his replacement Carmine Farese led the next
run making it 10-8.
The sixth was Fairfield's inning to
even the tally. Carlotto continued his
perfect day with his third hit to lead it
off. Rosenfield then singled to right,
to move Carlotto to second. After a
passed ball, Dana got his 4th RBI as
he singled them home to tie it at 10.

Kevin Quinn, who pitched well in
relief of Gostoski, gave up yet
another go ahead run in the 7th. Fairfield again had a reply. Mark Watson
was able to score when Tom Ford's
hard slide caused the New Haven
shortstop to throw away a potential
double play ball.
Keith Damato was the new pitcher
in the top of the eighth. He gave up
back to back singles, which put runners on the corners. A double steal
that almost backfird when the runner
on first committed himself too soon,
allowed the go ahead run to score.
With their last licks, the Stags got
even and forced extra innings.
Brophy led—off with a single and
was sacrificed to second. Ford
reached on a error moving Brophy to
third. Mark Watson's weak dribbler
was slow enough for Brophy to score
the tying run. The Stags couldn't win
it however as Gostowski, back as
third baseman, grounded out to end
the inning.

Athlete Of
The Week

*m»Um*

By Chris Byrd
Fred Dana slides safely under fallen

*w Haven shortstop Thursday. He had 4 R.B.I.'s in a losing effort.
(Ed Hatton Photo)

Duquesne Destroys Football Club
By Jim Pascarella
The Fairfield University Football
Club traveled a total of twenty-four
hours, to and from Pittsburgh, to battle a top ranked, division three team
in the Duquene Iron Dukes. Unfortunately, the Stags dropped a disappointing 35-6 contest.
Duquene started strong in the first
quarter, marching their first possession into the end-zone for a 7-0 lead.
Five minutes later, Duquene scored
again after taking advantage of Fairfield turnover. The score was 14-0

going into the second quarter. The
Iron Dukes adaea mother score before the half, making the game 21-0.
Fairfield came out of the half determined to salvage some respect.
Ttie Iron Dukes were 2-0 going into
the game and they had yet to be
scored upon. The Stags took the ball
and marched downfield, culminating
in a 13 yard Craig Leach to Larry
LeBlanc touchdown pass. This narrowed the score to 21-6, but was as
close as Fairfield was to come, as
Duquene added 14 more points in
the fourth quarter.

New Haven quickly dimmed the
diamondmen's hopes of victory. Two
singles and a walk loaded the bases
with one out. A routine grounder to
Carlotto was to be their downfall. His
flip to DeVillis to turn the double play,
that would have ended the threat,
Was dropped by the second baseman, allowing two runsto score making it 14-12. That was all that New
Haven needed, as the diamondmen
surrendered rather peacefully, going
down 1-2-3 in the bottom of the tenth.
Keith Damato was the loser for the
Stags. Their record is now 7-4.
Doubleheaders seem to be the
name of the game for the Stags
these days. At press time, they
travelled to Quinnipiac for a twinbill.
Quinnipiac and Pace come here for
back to back doubleheaders Saturday and Sunday. It will be a good
chance for those of you who have yet
to see the new park to do so. So
come out and see the Stags do battle. You'll won't regret-it.

Outstanding performances were
put in by the Iron Dukes Dan
DeFelice, who led the team in
tackles and by fullback Rob Roche
who piled up over 100 yards rushing.
Joe Whitlark and Tony Ponte led the
Fairfield defense with 13 tackles
each. Due to the late arrival time of
team and the Mirror deadline, some
offensive statistical information was
not completed.
The Stags plan to avenge their 0-2
record against Norwalk Community
College next Sunday afternoon at
Norwalk.

19 innings without giving up a run!
Any -'tcher, be he a major leaguer or
little leaguer, would love to claim that
accomplishment. Ron Throupe can
claim that accomplishment. Since
the season began, he has not given
up a run in 19 innings, including a 5-0
shutout of Sacred Heart Wednesday
night. For these reasons, he has
been named Athlete of the Week.
His reaction to the honor was one
of disbelief. The easy going Throupe
had these words about the honor, "I
was shocked. I go out there and pitch
my game. I don't expect any rewards
but it's nice to get notice on
campus." Ironically he credits his
recent success to his rough summer.
He commented, "I play in some
semi-pro leagues over the summer. I

hurt my arm and didn't pitch that
much. I started a program to
strengthen it and tried to concentrate on getting a starting berth."
This is another factor that he feels
spured him on to his sterling performance of late. He had this to say on
his new role, "I was strictly a relief
man my first year. I counted on being
a starter." He continued, ^When I
was in the bullpen, I did too good of
ajob. I became indispensable. I was
very hesitant and defensive. As a
starter, I can get my pitches under
control, I can set batters up, move
with the game and change the
tempo."
Whether in the bullpen or in the
starting rotation, Ron Throupe is an
invaluable member to the Stag
squad, and a key to their future
successes.

